TOP NEWS

CIPS Webcast: 'Technocreep: The Surrender of Privacy and the Capitalization of Intimacy' (Member-Only Content)

CIPS

Recorded at the May 2015 CIPS Ontario Event: "Technocreep: The Surrender of Privacy and the Capitalization of Intimacy"

Presented by: Tom Keenan, FCIPS, I.S.P., ITCP, Author of Technocreep: The Surrender of Privacy and the Capitalization of Intimacy

Precedent needed to be sure private messages stay private

IT World Canada

Email and texting may seem private, but we need some legal precedents to be sure. BBC news is reporting that European employers can read employees' private messages at work. The argument is that in this case there was a company policy that workers were not to use the internet for anything but work. Thankfully that is no longer very common in the Canadian workplace.

Featured I.T. Jobs

CIPS

Senior Procurement Advisor, Toronto, Ontario

Team Leader, Information Technology, Toronto, Ontario

Director, Enterprise Architecture & Information Security, IMITS, Vancouver, British Columbia

IT Infrastructure & Security Analyst, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Data Warehouse Data Architect, Edmonton, Alberta

Tier 3 — Developer, Calgary, Alberta

Web Strategist, Kamloops, British Columbia

See more Job Postings and Upload your Resume at: [http://jobs.cips.ca](http://jobs.cips.ca)

**CIPS PEI Feb. 18 Luncheon: 'Open Data' and Generation O**

CIPS

[Click Here for the Flyer](http://www.multibriefs.com/briefs/cips/CIPS021116.php) for the February 18th CIPS PD Luncheon (12:00 - 1:15 p.m.) at the Rodd Charlottetown Hotel.

The topic of the presentation this month is "Open Data" and Generation O, presented by Michael Easter. Please see the attached flyer for further details. [READ MORE](http://www.multibriefs.com/briefs/cips/CIPS021116.php)

**Survey: Half of cyber attacks on Canadian firms succeed**

IT World Canada

A group of Canadian infosec pros say the number of cyber attacks their organizations faced increased 17 per cent in 2015 over the previous year, according a new survey, with just over half admitting sensitive information had either been lost or exposed. The study, done for Toronto-based systems integrator Scalar Decisions Inc., was compiled from responses of 654 IT and IT security practitioners in Canada in a wide variety of industries. [READ MORE](http://www.multibriefs.com/briefs/cips/CIPS021116.php)

**CIPS AB Calgary Feb. 22 Event/Webinar: 'Achieving Value from Visual Analytics'**

CIPS

Yogi Schulz is a partner at Corvelle Consulting. The firm specializes in project management and information technology related management consulting. Mr. Schulz has 35 years of Information Systems experience of which over 30 have been spent as a consultant. He holds a B. Comm. from The University of Calgary. He is a member of PMI and CIPS and holds its ISP designation. [READ MORE](http://www.multibriefs.com/briefs/cips/CIPS021116.php)

**CIPS SK Feb. 25 Luncheon: 'Mentoring — Why Bother?'**

CIPS

This interactive presentation will look at what is mentoring and how it can be applied in the workplace for personal and professional development. We will explore the role of the mentor, the characteristics of an effective mentor and the importance of building trusted relationships and effective communication. [READ MORE](http://www.multibriefs.com/briefs/cips/CIPS021116.php)
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[Image of John Boyer, Ph.D., Chief Architect, Watson Solution Frameworks, IBM Distinguished Engineer & IBM Master Inventor]

Members: $25.00*  Non-members: $35.00  Students: $15.00 [READ MORE](http://www.multibriefs.com/briefs/cips/CIPS021116.php)

**CIPS Nova Scotia inviting applications for 2016 'Dr. Stan Heaps Memorial University Scholarship in Computer Science'**
CIPS Nova Scotia is pleased to invite applications for a $1000 scholarship available to candidates meeting the general qualifications. The scholarship will be awarded on the basis of overall academic merit with an emphasis on courses most relevant to computing science. Extracurricular, leadership and community involvement activities may also be considered. READ MORE

**Featured Webcast: Going Hybrid with APM**

Security, reliability, and scale concerns mean you can't monitor all of your mission-critical workloads with on Cloud APM. Enter Hybrid APM, allowing you to use IBM Performance Management on Cloud for the workloads you want, on premises for others, and still use a single dashboard to see it all in one place! Best of all, you can switch the mix as you go. READ MORE

**2nd Annual Big Data & Analytics Summit Canada**

From retail to telecommunications, e-commerce, transportation and banking, big data is revolutionizing the way Canadian businesses operate. With expanded storage capacity and new forms of data processing, big data analytics is paving the way for more confident corporate decision-making. READ MORE

**IBM Webcast: 'SAP on the cloud: migrate, then innovate'**

In today's competitive business environment, organizations are continually seeking new ways to drive innovation, both internally and externally, for their customers. While cloud is seen as a way of delivering that innovation, for many organizations the path to cloud is not clear. READ MORE

**TRENDING ARTICLES**

Missed last week's issue? See which articles your colleagues read most.

- Saskatchewan Polytechnic Business Information Systems Program re-accredited by CIPS (CIPS)
- Featured I.T. Jobs (CIPS)

Don't be left behind. Click here to see what else you missed.

**CIPS National Corporate Partners**

The following organizations have demonstrated their commitment to professionalism, ethics, and high standards for the I.T. profession through their support of CIPS. CIPS thanks all its partners for their contribution.

Become a CIPS Corporate Partner Today! - Send an email to jelias@cips.ca